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EAsTERN COMFORT
Only a handful of Sarkies properties stand today as
illustrious hotels they once were. Few are aware
that their firstborn was erected in Penang in 1885
and is known today as the Eastern and Oriental
Hotel.
A luxurious seafront Sarkies confection, the E&O
exudes enough history and grandeur to set itself up
as the premier address for well heeled visitors
eager to soak up the colonial milieu within the
UNESCO Heritage precincts of Georgetown. There
are now two buildings, the heritage wing which is
the restored relic as well as the Victoria Annexe,
stupendously new, bright and airy.
Several old habits survived with the building into
today's operations. The afternoon tea at 1885 is a
popular homage to the English delight for scones
and dainties while Farquhar's Bar caters to the
gentleman's penchant for salon socialising. Newly
installed Panpuri Spa is new frosting on old cake
with the most indulgent massage rituals.
Whereas we can expect the original entity to be
stuffy and pompous, the E&O at present is capably
managed and scores with a distinct warmth and
friendliness that can best be described as Malaysia
Boleh.

Poolside, Victoria Annexe
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E&O Facade Under The Moon
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The E&O Jetty
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Coastal Contemplation
The view from a room at the Victoria Annexe
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Poster Bed In Heritage Suite
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Bathtub In Heritage Suite
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Victoria Annexe Lobby
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Scones With Jam & Cream
Teatime treats at 1885, a popular homage to Penang's colonial roots
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Oriental Accents
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Treatment Room at Panpuri Spa
Comfortable spa with excellent massages proffered by trained
therapists from Thailand
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Foot Ritual at Panpuri Spa
The most pampering way to start a massage is with a luxuriating foot
scrub
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